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“

INTERLIANCE

WHO WE ARE

Interliance was a critical part of our technology strategy. They
not only helped translate our vision into a clear product plan,
but they also guided our development team to bring our new
products to life.
- CEO| International BPO Service Provider

”

For more than 30 years, we have partnered with clients to achieve measurable – and sustainable –
improvement in growth and bottom line performance by combining smart, innovative solutions
with proven strategies and methodologies.

BUSINESS STRATEGY
AND PLANNING

BUSINESS
OPTIMIZATION

MARKETING AND
SALES STRATEGY

TECHNOLOGY AND
PRODUCT STRATEGY
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OUR SERVICES

BUSINESS STRATEGY AND PLANNING
Accelerated growth and business performance
start with the right strategy. We craft
innovative strategic plans centered
around actionable initiatives to ensure business
success.

BUSINESS OPTIMIZATION
We optimize and streamline all business
functions through process design &
optimization, performance management, and
integrated management systems.

Strategic Planning & Execution • Organizational Design and Knowledge
Management • Strategic Measurement & Metric Systems • GRC

Integrated Management Systems • Business & Process Optimization
• Manage By Metrics • Implementation Management

MARKETING AND SALES STRATEGY

TECHNOLOGY AND PRODUCT STRATEGY

We plan, design, and execute innovative
marketing and sales strategies that
significantly accelerate market entry and
expansion.
Market and Competitive Analysis • Customer Satisfaction Management
• Sales & Marketing Strategy • Strategic Sales Execution

From enterprise strategies to complete product
lifecycle planning, we bridge the gap between
business and technology.

Product & Service Design • Innovation Planning
• Product Lifecycle Planning
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OUR CLIENTS
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THE INTERLIANCE DIFFERENCE

Our unique blend of skills allows us to bridge the
gap between business needs & technology to
create solutions that drive real business impact
We create product strategies that align technology with your
business goals focused on top and bottom line results
We accomplish this by developing innovative product extension
and technology strategies that align with the overall business
strategy by building market and competitive insights, customer
insights, and exceptional ROI driven solutions into every
product plan and supporting your technology portfolio through
every step of the product lifecycle
Our support accelerates technology solutions that drive
competitive advantages and reduce your risk in technology
investment

Business Strategy
The organization’s overall strategy is the
key element that all technology, product,
and service strategies must align with

Product & Service Strategy
Market and
Competitive Drivers

Business Case
and Roadmap

Customer
Drivers

Identify differentiators that drive
market and competitive
advantages

Establish a clear ROI and
business strategic driver

Identify your customer needs to
create successful solutions

Product Design
Create product designs that are driven
by product & service strategy and
deliver exceptional user experience

Engineering and
Go-To-Market
Engineer and launch exceptional solutions
aligned to strategy and ROI goals
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HOW WE ACCELERATE TECHNOLOGY

Market and
Competitive Drivers

We leverage our client’s business strategy to define the right
market opportunities and identify differentiators in each target
area that products must address.
Working with your team we strategically define the ideal
market segments and niches and build an understanding of the
competitive landscape for products

Customer Drivers

As we identify new market opportunities exploration of target
customer drivers and needs provides an additional critical layer
in developing a highly effective product & service strategy.
Our experts in this important strategy tool specialize in
reaching beyond stated customer needs and extracting
unstated motivators and requirements.

Business Case and
Roadmap

Leveraging the insights built through market research a
clearly defined product & service strategy comes together in
this stage that establishes a solid ROI model, identifies a
sustainable roadmap, provides high level product scope &
vision, and establishes a timeline for technology
implementation & ROI realization
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OUR SERVICES

INNOVATION PLANNING AND PRODUCT STRATEGIES
In today’s digital era late adapters fall behind quickly and lose
competitive advantages.
We work with companies to innovate your complete technology
portfolio, from enterprise infrastructure to cutting edge efficiency and
customer management tools.

PRODUCT LIFECYCLE PLANNING
Whether you’re supporting existing solutions or launching new
products, a complete lifecycle plan extends far beyond
managing development. There is a wide range of considerations
that go into every product plan, and even the smallest missing
element can significantly impact your product and extended
organization.

Our technology strategy team transitions companies from reactive
organizations to proactive thought leaders by building innovation
roadmaps and supporting you through every step of implementation.

We support clients in building in-depth understandings of the
multiple elements it takes to make a product successful and
ensuring you have a complete product plan in place to ensure
each critical element of your product is addressed.

PRODUCT AND SERVICE DESIGN

Our experts work with clients to build comprehensive
product plans that include:
 Product Visioning
 Go-To-Market Strategies
 Pricing Strategies
 Support
 Training
 Testing
 Continuous Maintenance and Optimization
 Sunset Strategies

By bridging the gap between business and technology we help build
exceptional products that drive real bottom line business results.
We work with businesses and technology vendors to enhance product
and service designs and infuse business strategy as well as the
company’s market strategy into tech solutions.
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Customer and
Business Analysis

Product Vision and
Design

Stakeholder &
Product Lifecycle
Management

HOW WE INNOVATE TECHNOLOGY

Successful product & service strategies have
to be aligned with customer and business
needs. We work with clients to uncover what
customers truly need and incorporate these
insights into product & service strategies
along with business drivers.

We work with clients to translate insights
and innovation opportunities into an
executable product vision & clear roadmap
complete with strategic product scope and
requirements definition
Technology development is a stressful process.
We help manage stakeholders to increase
collaboration and ensure your product design
addresses all key stakeholder needs.
We also support products throughout the
entire lifecycle from planning to market launch

Customer Requirement
Definition

Product
Vision

Stakeholder
Management

Business Case
Assessment

Product Scope and
Requirements

Product Lifecycle
Management
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CASE STUDY #1
Background:
An entertainment industry service provider
wanted to transform the industry's highly manual
onboarding and time management process. They
turned to Interliance to help innovate a solution
and support them through development

Challenges:
•

Several companies have tried to digitize the
critical entertainment industry processes, but
every attempt fell short

•

The client had a strong concept idea, but
limited experience in translating their ideas
into a vision and executing on their products

•

Onboarding and time management processes in
the entertainment industry are highly complex
and require significant consideration to create
a successful product

WHAT WE DID
• Translated the clients ideas into an innovative
product vision
• Supported requirement definition by completing
customer interviews and internal stakeholder
exploration
• Developed product business case, buy/build
analysis, and vendor selection
• Developed and executed a complete lifecycle plan
including, definition, development, support, and
go-to-market strategies

RESULTS
1st

Launched
Industries 1
Successful
Digital Solution

↓ 30%

Product
Delivered
Below
Anticipated
Budget
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CASE STUDY #2
Background:
A CTO was challenged with bringing innovative
solutions and incorporating multiple stakeholder
objectives into a new enterprise platform for a
worldwide leader in heavy machinery
manufacturing

Challenges:
•

The CTO was struggling with combining
numerous competing stakeholder objectives
into a unified product design

•

While highly experienced in design and
development the technology team needed
support in strategically communicating and
informing stakeholders

•

The product strategy needed a fresh outside
perspective to look across the stakeholder
needs and provide innovative thought
leadership

WHAT WE DID
• Established and facilitated regular strategic
steering committee meetings to align and inform
stakeholders
• Conducted stakeholder interviews and analysis to
link business needs with product features
• Created innovative feature solutions that
transformed the international shipping process
with new efficiencies

RESULTS

↑ 5%

International
Market Share

↓ 30%

Logistics
Operating
Costs
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THANK YOU

www.Interliance.com | 714.540.8889 | info@Interliance.com

